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ABSTRACT

A description of the SOYA free-boundary equilibrium code 1s
given. The non-linear 6rad-Shafranov equation of ideal NHD is
solved in a toroidal geometry for plasmas with purely poloidal
magnetic fields. The code is based on a field line-tracing pro-
cedure» making storage of a large amount of Information on a grid
unnecessary. Usage of the code is demonstrated by computations of
equilibria for the EXTRAP-T1 device.



1. THE 60YACODE

SOYA is a 2-D free-boundary equilibrium code for toroidal plasmas,
the first principles of which were described in Ref. 111. It solves the
non-linear Grad-Shafranov equation of Ideal MM* theory. Only plasm con-
figurations with purely poloidal magnetic fields (I.e. "closed" field
lines) can be treated. The code is based on a field line-tracing pro-
cedure, which avoids the usual problem of equilibrium codes - storage of
c Urge amount of information on a rectangular grid.

The code MBS originally designed as an engineering code for finding
plasma force balance in various external magnetic field geometries, given
by sets of toroidal current-carrying conductors. Gradually it has become
more sophisticated, and presently the following types of problems can be
treated by GOYA:

For a given set of external conductors the "vacuum* field line
pattern is of importance for the understanding of breakdown and
start-up. By using the code in an Interactive mode any desired
field line plot may be produced.

In purely poloidal magnetic fields, regions with magnetic field-
nulls often play important roles. The location of these regions
is carried out by an optional subroutine. This and the previous
facility is also helpful for designing the external magnetic
field.

Kith a given main external magnetic field, MHD equilibria can
be computed in any of three different Iteration schemes. Either
the total plasma current I_ or a small external» nearly verti-
cal magnetic field (due to a correction current I c), 1s changed
so as to keep the magnetic axis of the plasma In a fixed position
throughout the Iteration». GOYA also Includes a subroutine which,
for I. and Ic fixed, determines the magnetic axis position as
the plasma shifts radially.

for all calculations a number of numerical and physical parameters are in-
put; see Fig.l. These »ré given interactively (through a dialogue with



the computer) at the beginning of etch run. A set of default (given)
parameters are set in the code to simplify the procedure. The pres-
sure profile p(f), which may be arbitrary, has to be programed
into one of the subroutines.

Output from GOYA is mainly certain flux quantities, the spatial
plasm pressure and current density profiles» the plasm radius as well
as the poloidal 0. These parameters are printed at each iteration» since
they are usually wty informative considering the convergence of the code.
Data for plotting of the equilibrium plasm flux surfaces are automatical-
ly read into a file*

The idea behind the code and most of the numerical details are given
in Ref. [II. Here we only mention that the code uses the result of ideal
VW theory that the quantity y r - ̂  (where J^ is the toroidal cur-
rent density, p is the plasm pressure and r is the radius from the
axis of symmetry) is constant along a field line. By tracing field lines
and requiring this relation to hold» the Grad-Shafranov equation is solved
within typically 5-15 iterations.

In the coming Section some major modifications of the code, as com-
pared to Ref. [1], are described. Since GOYA is continuously being up-
dated, we do not give a detailed description of Its logical structure in
this paper. Such a description would soon become inadequate. Instead, ef-
fort has been laid on making the listing of GOYA to a great deal self-
explanatory.

As an example of usage, application of the code to the EXTRAP-T1 de-
vice is given in Section 3.



2. STATE OF THE CODE

2.1. Profiles

In Ref. [11 a current density profile

it a

is discussed. Here p is a minor radius, a is the plasma radius. I_
is the plasma current and the real constant a ̂ 1 . The profile (1) can
be used for discussions of straight plasmas with nearly circular cross
sections. This profile, but evaluated in the equator plane only, used
to be an input to GOYA. Since it is often more practical to use flux
quantities, j^ is now given by

where f may be chosen arbitrarily.

A normalization of f(i|>) is necessary, since we require that j
integrated over the plasma cross section must yield I . By using
Eqs. (3l)-(32) of Ref. (1) this condition can be written

m Z J- (3)
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where q is the normalization factor for f(ip). The step in arc length
along the field lines A£ is constant on each field line, the rest of
the symbols used are defined in Ref. [1]. From Eq. (3) q is computed
to be used in the following expression for the currents representing

Here index k denotes kth iteration.

By the above procedure j becomes uniquely defined. The plasma pres-
sure p, however, must be specified by a boundary condition to become
uniquely determined.

2.2. Poloidal 3

In Ref. [2] a definition of the poloidal B is given;

In this expression pa denotes the plasma pressure at the magnetic axis,
and <BZ> is evaluated in the midplane by integrating from the magnetic
axis radially inwards to the plasma boundary, denoted by indices a and
b, respectively. This definition has the practical advantage that no aver-
ages over the plasma * ross section are required. In a straight plasma co-
lumn with no external magnetic field, where the current density 1s given
by Eq. (1), we find



(a+3)3 (6)
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(a+l)(a+5r .

This result is useful for comparisons with code computations of B . We
note that 6 is profile-dependent in the above case, i.e. has a mi-
nimum B = 3.80 for a = 3 and that it goes asymptotically to B = 4.5
for o * « (flat profile).

For finite aspect ratios and non-circular cross sections, the most
widely used definition of poloidal 3 probably is

B, E 8"fPf (7)v

The surface integral is to be taken over the entire plasma cross section.
For the straight pinch mentioned earlier Bj = lf since Eq. (7) coincides
with the Bennett relation for this case, see e.g. Eq. (16) in Ref. [1].
8. Is consequently profHe-independent here. Both B and B. are com-
puted in GOYA.

2.3. Numerical Stability

A few words about the numerical stability of the GOYA code will be
mentioned here. Convergence can be very poor ( » 10 iterations) or is not
achieved at all in either or both of two cases. If the discreteness of the
model becomes too pronounced, field lines can be "fooled" to go the wrong
way or the computed quantities may oscillate severely. If the details of
the equilibrium become too small, computer-caused truncation errors play
an undesired role. Using too large ål Induces errors belonging to the
first cathegory, whereas runs with very high aspect ratios r./a or near-

a
ly constant ij> over the cross section are examples that cause errors be-

longing to the second cathegory.
Verv 11t.tle ran be done to improve upon this, consequently scenarios



3. APPLICATION TO EXTRAP-T1

EXTRAP-T1 is essentially a toroidal Z-pinch immersed into the zero-
magnetic field region of an external octupole field [3]. An important fea-
ture of the EXTRAP concept is its potentiality of very high average B
values (> 50%).

The aspect ratio of EXTRAP-T1 is of the order 50 which value in a few
cases may violate numerical stability of GOYA runs; when ty is very close
to constant over the cross section e.g.

It may be thought that for aspect ratios of this magnitude a linear
equilibrium model would be sufficient. This is not true. Since the EXTRAP
pinch builds up in a field-null region, the plasma loop force will shift
the plasma radially outwards and strongly deform the plasma cross section.
This can be seen in Fig. 2a) where the cross section has taken the form of
an inverse-D. An equilibrium of this type 1s probably unstable to axisym-
metric vertical perturbations [4], whereas a square shaped cross section
is not. The latter cross section 1s easily achieved by adding a small ver-
tical field component (through Ic or by B n o m in the code input)» so
that the plasma becomes positioned near the geometrical centre; see Fig.2b).

In Fig.2 is also display d the positions of the external magnetic field
coils, which have been calculated by usage of GOYA subroutines. The degene-
rate zero-magnetic field channel of the vacuum field, see Fig.3, easily
breaks up into three channels if the coil positions or currents are slight-
ly perturbed. In practice this splitting up of zero points cannot be avoided,
and may also be substantial [5]. The impact of this has so far not been in-
vestigated neither experimentally nor with code simulations.

In Fig.l the Oth and 1st Iteration for a run in the discussed geometry
with f(ifO * 0M'b)/(iM'a) is shown; see also Figure Captions. The plasma
radius is assumed to extend out to the separatrix [61. It can be mentioned
that for runs like these 0,-values of about 0.4 are obtained.

The force balance computation described in Ref. [1] is not necessary
for the present iteration schemes; and is therefore now only optional.
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4. SUMMARY

The general idea behind the GOYA equilibrium code and some special
features have been discussed. Usage has been illustrated with applica-
tions to the EXTRAP-T1 device, for which typical input and output para-
meters have been shown. The code may be used both to taylor the external
magnetic field and to compute ideal MHD equilibria. Certain scenarios
where numerical instability may occur have been touched upon.

For the future it is planned to extend the code for tackling stabi-
lity problems associated with quantities that are evaluated along field
lines.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l Printout from the Oth and 1st iteration for an EXTRAP-T1 run.
The user chose to see the default parameters and changed two
of these. Important parameters being printed are fty)*p and
39 (F(PSI(R,0)), P(R,0) and CURD (R.0) respectively) which
are computed in the midplane z = 0. We also find 0 (poloi-
dal BETA) and 6j (two alternative computations yield BETA II
and BETA 12).The printout is interrupted at the beginning of
the 2nd iteration. Units are all SI.

Fig.2a) EXTRAP-T1 equilibrium where the plasma is allowed to shift out-
wards in the original, i.e. start-up, external vacuum field.
Here I = -0.25, and the coil currents are all of magnitude 1.0.

b) Same as in a) except for that here the plasma magnetic axis is
kept in a fixed position close to the geometrical centre of the
device by adding a small current to the correction coils indica-
ted in the midplane. In this Fig. the complete external field coll
pattern is shown.

Fig.3 EXTRAP-T1 vacuum field flux plot.
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A description of the GOYA free-boundary equilibrium code is
given. The non-linear Grad-Shafranov equation of ideal MHD is
solved in a toroidal geometry for plasmas with purely poloidal
magnetic fields. The code is based on a field line-tracing pro-
cedure, making storage of a large amount of information on a grid
unnecessary. Usage of the code is demonstrated by computations of
equilibria for the EXTRAP-T1 device.
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